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‘ resulting “ from “chips. 7 ‘ 
invention ‘ is toi ‘provide \ a‘p'rotective‘mouthpiece 

“invention‘may‘be formed.‘ ‘ " in .n n in 

‘i1 ‘Fign2 ‘is-‘a perspective view ‘of a mouthpiece 

“ line as Fig. 5, but showing the ‘mouthpiecein the A_ 
‘position assumed when ‘the mouthpiece is mount-‘ 
.ed-on‘a‘bottle; ‘ ~ ~ ~- ~ - 

i 7 isn-a view I‘ 

“the mouthpiece of Figs; 4-6 mounted one 

not this‘iinvention; 
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I i 
n 1.1 invention relates'ito‘a mouthpiece orspout 

‘ for ' a: bottle; @iMo're 1' particularly, “this. ‘invention 
relates‘ to a removable imouthpiece’l'i-which' can be 
"attached to the‘mouth ‘of‘ia‘: bottle after the cap 
of ‘the ‘bottle "is removed‘ to cover‘ the edge of 
Wthe‘mouth of the ‘bottle ahd'itherebywprote'ct one i 
I‘ while ‘drinking the “contents; against-being cut" by 
any? {ragged or "sharp edge that‘ may ‘ be? present. 

31‘ ii-l'i-“An‘obje‘ct of this invention is“ to‘ provide a‘- re 
?inovabl'e ' mouthpiece ‘for 1a bottle ‘\ which covers 
'theedge of lip at the‘niouth ‘of the'bottle so that ‘ 
‘the user 'canffdrink'l‘out‘i‘of .‘the bottle“ without 
“ touching‘ the glass‘ ‘thereof ‘when drinking from 
“thebottlem ‘.1 ‘ “ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 

‘Glass bottles often have imperfections,‘ small 
cracks“ at their-mouth; and Sometimes sharp edges 

"further ‘object ' ‘of this 

for'lai'bottlevtocover “any imperfections, sharp 

'A further object of‘ this in‘ventionis to ‘provide 
'a mouthpiece havingba trough-'likei'tongue from 
which :the‘ user can‘ drink; the ‘liquid ‘discharging 

a from‘ the ‘‘ bottleii ?owing ,along. the trough; 
‘T ; iThe‘iabove andiothe'r ‘objects andifeaturesr of 
‘(the ‘invention will“ in. part“ be trappa‘r‘ent' and‘ ‘will 
Yin'part be obvious from thedetailedde'scription 
isan'dthe drawinggin‘whichz” _ ‘i 

. T iFigurehl a plan :view“ of ;a blank? from which ‘I 
a mouthpiece constructed in accordance with 

constructed from‘ ‘the iblankillustr'ated in Fig.‘ l; 
mFigQ=3 is a view1 inltransverse section showing 
a bottle with the mouthpiece of Figure 2 mounted 
thereon; 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view showing a mouth 
piece" constructed‘ ‘in accordance with" ‘another: 
embodiment ‘of this invention; 

Fig. 5 is‘a view‘in section, ‘taken along a. line 
V—V in Fig. 4; “ i ‘ M ‘ 

gr his a view in section‘ takenvalong-the same 

' ‘in transverse section-‘showing 

‘Fig. 8 is a. fragmentary view‘ transverse'sec 

structed in accordance'with afurther embodiment 
‘ Fig’; 9 “is -a---perspective view showing ‘ mouth 

‘piece‘constructed in-acco'i‘daiice with‘ aih'rther 
embodiment of this invention; 
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the bottle and mouthpiece of Fig. 10. 
' ‘’ 'm‘the following‘detailed description and the 

30' 

‘bottle; ‘ Thus; the‘ mouthpiece permits 
' ‘drinking’direct from the bottle. ‘ i 

i Fig; 10 ‘is‘aiperspective view showing a bottle 
on which is mounted‘ a mouthpiece constructed 
‘in accordance with‘a further embodiment ‘of ‘this 
invention; and 
'Fig. 11 is a view in‘transverse section showing 

p rawing', ‘ like ‘ reference characters indicate " like 
“parts. ‘ i 

10 ‘ ‘(The mouthpiece illustrated in Figs; 2 and‘ 3 is 
" formed from a blank‘of‘the‘ type‘illustrated‘in 
Fig. 1. This ‘blank includes ‘aimainlportion l2",<1a 
pair of outwardly ‘extending wings l3 and‘ "I4 
projecting on opposite sides of the main portion 
l2, and‘ a tongue 16 projecting in a direction 
transverse to‘the wings ‘l3 and I4. Tongue ‘I6 ‘is 
folded on a' fold line I‘! ?atwise against ‘the 
1main portion [2. ‘ Then the blank is shaped'so 
that the lower part‘ of the main portion forms a 
cylinder IT’ as shown in Fig. 2. Cylinder ll’ ?ts 
inside the‘ mouth of a bottle 11” ‘as shown in 
Fig.‘ 3.‘ ‘The upper part of‘ the main portion‘ l2 
of the blank and ‘wings ‘I3 and ‘I4 are folded‘ into 
an annular‘ ferrule or ring I8 ‘of channel ‘sec 
tion.‘ "The ring or ferrule ?ts over and embraces 
the mouth of the bottle, while ‘the tongue projects 
parallel to 'but spaced from the axis of the bottle 
"andicap; Tongue ‘I6 is ‘shaped to form a trough 
along‘ which fluid can ?ow from the bottle. When 
in" use; the? bottle is tilted to approximately the 
‘position’ shown in Fig. 3, whereupon, the ‘contents 
‘ofithe bottle ?ow out through "the mouth there 
of‘ and'along the ‘tongue. The user‘ can drink 
directly ‘from the tongue and the user’s mouth 
need iiot‘touch any'portion v‘oflthe glass of the 

sanitary 

‘7 I Assuown'm Figs. 1 and 2, a small openingil8' 
"isf‘provided"at‘the'top edge of the ferrule at‘the 
center of the‘tdngue. _ 
‘drainage “or " any man amount of liquid which 

‘This opening permits 

may‘ ‘pass'betwem the ‘ cylinder ‘ n’ and the ‘wall 
“oifth'e‘bottle'. ‘Any liquid which passes thereb‘e 
twe'eh i'sfdis'éh'arg'ed' thro'u‘gh‘bp'ening l8!“ and 
"onto ‘tHetongueI'G' along ‘with the rest 

‘i J “The 
liquid issuing from the bottle. 

" ' shown in Fig'. 2, “ferrule ‘l8 and the cylinder 
‘r11‘are'sp1itas ‘indicated at“ [9, so thatg'when 

‘ the ,inouthpie‘ce is mounted upon a bottle; ‘the 
50“ 

tion, of a bottle equipped with a mouthpiece con- "31 
edges of the split can be advanced‘towar'd each 
other; ' The split fgive's" spring action to the ‘ferrule 
[8 “whereby it “ can ‘besnapp‘edl on‘ or‘ off the 
bottle; ‘When the ferrule 18 is mounted on the 
bottle, ‘the“ferrule ‘engages‘itheimouth' of ‘the 
Bettie-use ia'ylinder I1’ is inside of and ?rmly 
engages the interior of tliébottlelY 1" 1' i it“? 
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The mouthpiece may be made from the type 
of paper or paperboard used in forming drinking 
cups. Such material is sufficiently resilient to 
hold the ferrule and cylinder ?rmly in engage 
ment with the walls and mouth of the bottle. 
In Figs. 4-7 inclusive is shown a device which 

includes a ferrule 2| and a tongue 22. Ferrule 2| 
and tongue 22 are formed as separate pieces. 
Ferrule 2| includes an inner ?ange or cylinder 23 
which ?ts inside a bottle 24 as shown in Fig. 7, 
and also an annular ring 26 of channel shape. 
Ring 26 embraces and ?ts over the mouth of the 
bottle 24. The ferrule 2| is provided with a split 
26’. Tongue 22 overlies the split. The tongue is 
attached to ferrule 2| by staples 21 or the like, 
provided on opposite sides of thesplit. As shown 
in Fig. 5, tongue 22 normally is substantially in 
?atwise engagement with the outer ?ange‘- of 
ferrule 2|. However, when the edges of the split 
26- are urged together to the position shown in 
Fig. 6, as when the mouthpiece is mounted on 
the bottle, tongue 22 is separated from the ferrule 
at its center by a short space 28. When the 
mouthpiece is in use, the resilience of the, mate 
rial of the ferrule causes the cylinder and ring 
to ?rmly engage the walls of the bottle so that 
little or no liquid passes between the cylinder 23 
and the inside wall of the bottle. Any liquid 
which passes therebetween is discharged on the 
tongue. As shown, tongue 22 is sufficiently long 
to overhang both edges'of the outer ?ange o-f 
ferrule 2| to catch ,anyliquid which may reach 
the edges. 

In Fig. 8 is shown a mouthpiece which is in 
tended for use with a bottle 3| having a relatively 
wide mouth. This mouthpiece includes a ferrule 
32 which is of substantially the same shape and 
construction as the ferrule portion of the device 
shown in Figs. 22 and 3. However, the tongue 34 
of this mouthpiece is integral with the inner 
?ange’ of the ferrule and extends inside the 
ferrule and parallel to the axis thereof, asshown 

W in Fig. 8, to provide means from which it is pos 
sible to drink directly from a bottle having a 
relatively wide mouth. 
In Fig. 9 is shown a device having a ferrule 

36 and a tongue 3'! formed from separate pieces. 
The ferrule 36 is generally similar to the-ferrule 
portion of the mouthpiece shown in Fig. 2, but 
is provided with an inner ?ange or cylinder 38 
which terminates in a plurality of teeth 39. Teeth 
39 are cut from the material of cylinder‘38 and 
are normally bent outwardly from inner flange 
38 so that when the mouthpiece is mounted vonva 
bottle, the teeth 39 resiliently engage the interior 
of the mouth of the bottle. The ferrule 36 is 
split, as indicated at 39', so that the ferrule is 
resilient and can ?rmly engage‘ the mouth .of a 

v,bottle. The ferrule is provided with an opening 
40 in the mouth thereof opposite the center of 
“tongue 31.‘ Opening 40 serves the same purpose 
as does-the opening l8 of the‘device shown in 
Figs; 1-3 inclusive, and catches any liquid which 
may escape between cylinder 38 and the wall of, 
the bottle. 
In Fig. 10 is shown amouthpiece 4|. Mouth 

- piece 4| includes a ring 42 and a tongue 43inte 
. gral therewith. Ring 42 ?ts overand embraces 
the mouth of a bottle 44 with tongue 43. extend 
ing parallel to the axis thereof. Mouthpiece 4| 
may be formed of resilient plasticmaterial or the 
like having sufficient resilience that, when the. 
~mouthpiece is mounted on the mouth of-the 
bottle 44, the ring portion 42 resiliently engages 
the mouth of thebottle. _ . 
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4 
The mouthpieces shown in Figs. 1-9 inclusive 

are all formed of sheet material such as thin 
paperboard or the like. The material used in 
forming drinking cups and the like is suitable, 
and the mouthpieces may be su?icien'tly inexpen 
sive to be discarded after use. The mouthpiece 
of Figs. 10 and 11, on the other hand, may be 
made of more durable material and may be 
.cleaned and reused. 

From the foregoing, it will be apparent to those 
skilled in this art, that various modi?cations and 
changes may be made in the illustrated embodi 
ments of the invention without departing from 
either the spirit or scope thereof. 
Having ‘thus described my invention, what I 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent is: V 

1. Amouthpiece of sheet material for a bottle 
which comprises a ferrule having a cylindrical 

. portion adapted to be received in the throat of 
the bottle and an annular return bend flange ‘at 
its outer end adapted to receive the lip of ‘the 
bottle, said ?ange and cylindrical portion being 
split longitudinally and being normally greater 
inv diameter than the lip and throat, respectively, 
whereby upon insertion of the cylindrical portion 
in the throat and the ?ange over the bottle lip, 
the ferrule resiliently engages. the throat and 
lip, and. a spout integral with the outer ?ange of 
the ferrule and connected theretov by a return 
bend at-the, side of the ferrule opposite the split, 
the free end of the spout projecting substantially 
parallel to and in a direction oppositegto the 
?ange of the ferrule. ' 

2. A one-piecemouthpiece of sheet material for 
a bottle which comprises an annular ferrule of 
channel shape in section having substantially 
coaxial inner and outer ?anges and a web there 
between adapted to receive and embrace the 
mouth of the'bottle, said ferrule being split and 
resilient and normally being of greater diameter 
than the bottle, whereby, when the ferrule is 
mounted on the mouth of the bottle, "the. inner 
?ange of the ferrule?rmly engages the inside of 
the mouth. of the bottle, and a trough-like. tongue 
integral with the outer ?ange of the ferrule and 

I connected thereto by a return bend at, the .side 
.ofthe ferrule opposite the'split, the free end- .of 
said tongue projecting substantiallyparallel ‘.to 
and in a direction opposite to the‘ ?anges ofthe 
ferrule. ' ' 7' . 

3. A mouthpiece in. accordance with claim 2 
‘ characterized by the fact that there is an open 
ing in the web of the ferrule‘ at substantially'the 
center of the tongue fordischarge of liquid from 
between the bottle and theferrule. 
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